Water and soil quality unit
Report April 2008
The most important tasks done by the team of the unit are:
1. a meeting with Dr : Omar morad in Wadi Feran for showing
the services introduced by the unit and marketing for the unit
services done by Dr: kamel Abdullah also to show the targets
of the center and different types of analysis available in the
unit in order to achieve a cooperation between the two sides.
2. Collection of water sample from Wadi Feran by Dr:kamel
Abdullah to be tested for bacteria as requested by Dr: Omar
Morad and the result report is included with the report.
3. a group of students(Faculty of science Mansoura university)
visited the center and listened to a lecture about the center ,its
units and the services introduced to the Bedouins in saint
Katherine and the surrounding areas.
4. the monthly check of water produced from Al Zaitona well is
done and a chemical and bacteriological tests is done .
5. the project manager and some of the project team participated
in the celebration in the American university in Cairo to
announce about the center ,its activity and its different
community and environmental services.
6. the manager of water quality unit met with Prof :Abdulaziz
hegazy and informed him about the environmental and
community services introduced by the center and he expressed
his happiness to see that effort and he wanted a CD containing
all the information and achievements done by the project to be
included in the best 20 associations working in the

developmental field for Sinai Bedouins , beside participation
in gallery to show the Bedouins hand crafts , plants and
medicinal species within the celebration program of Sinai re
taking .
7. the unit manager met with Mrs.: Sekina fouaad at Cairo to
discuss some of the environmental problems in the canal sector
and Sinai in order to inform the people about it through the
Egyptian journals and to receive a litter from the project
manager to tell her that she was chosen to be in the higher
consult of the project and she accepted the offer.
8. the unit announced about an awareness lecture for the
preparatory and secondary schools students under the title
fresh water pollution and its effects on human health to be
presented by the unit manager on Wednesday 17 , April ,2008
inside there schools ._

